Latency of re-emergent tremor in Parkinson's disease is influenced by levodopa.
Re-emergent tremor (RET) is a common form of postural tremor observed in Parkinson's disease (PD) patients. Recent studies have shown that administration of levodopa decreases RET amplitude. However, drug effects on tremor pause duration are less clear. We performed a prospective observational study in PD patients with RET, subjected to acute levodopa challenge. Tremor activity was measured during OFF and ON states both clinically, as well as by using accelerometers taped to the back of both hands. Correlation between RET amplitude and pause duration, as well with MDS-UPDRS scores were investigated. The slope of gradual increase of postural tremor after the pause was also measured in the OFF and ON states. Significant inverse correlation between tremor amplitude and RET pause duration was observed in OFF (rs = -0.474, p = 0.030) and ON (rs = -0.569, p = 0.006) states. Levodopa reduced tremor amplitude (26%, p = 0.004) dampening slope gradient (22%, p = 0.029). Tremor pause duration also showed inverse correlation with postural tremor amplitude measured by MDS-UPDRS in OFF (rs = -0.311, p = 0.048) and ON (rs = -0.503, p = 0.020) states, as well as with total MDS-UPDRS Part III score (rs = -0.295, p = 0.009). Finally, accelerometric analysis proved to be more sensitive than visual inspection for detecting tremor pauses. Our results suggest RET pause duration is amplitude related, since levodopa-induced amplitude decrease led to pause prolongation, associated with decreased tremor intensity and slope gradient dampening.